[Tolerance and efficacy of lipomodelling as an element of breast symmetry in breast reconstruction].
Fat transfer significantly improved results in breast reconstruction. Final breast symmetry is very important in breast reconstruction, but sometimes, the result is not perfect with usual techniques. The aim of this study is to evaluate the tolerance and efficacy of lipomodelling as a complementary technique for breast symmetrisation. In this study, 150 patients had controlateral breast symmetrisation after breast reconstruction, using or completed with fat transfer. Patients were clinically evaluated one year after surgery. Age, BMI, harvested, purified and transferred fat volumes, and postoperatory complications were recorded. Morphological outcomes were evaluated by the surgeon as: very good, good, average or bad. Patients rated their degree of satisfaction as: very satisfying, satisfying, poor or bad. We found out that 98.6 % of morphological results were good or very good, and 86.6 % of the patients were satisfied or very satisfied with the result. Complications were rare (2 % of cytosteatonecrotic lesions). Lipomodelling in native breast symmetrisation after reconstruction is a powerful technique because it allows to increase volume of a hypoplastic controlateral breast, to ameliorate its shape, and to finally enhance mammoplasty result by correcting persisting localized volume defects. It definitively is a major therapeutic tool for enhancing breast reconstruction outcomes.